
How to Use Classroom Resources
for Digital Learning

Class Party can be utilized during a virtual  class session.
Start a Class Party from either your own assessment that you have created
or a random set of questions from a standard of your choice. Ask students to
join the party with the code on your screen and answer the questions at their
own pace or turn it into a competition. Students’ scores will be reported to
your Class Results page. Once your class has completed the questions,
discuss the results and explanations together as a class.

Use a Bell Ringer question as if you are in the classroom. Present it on your
screen for your class to complete. Students do not complete Bell Ringers on
their device. After an allotted time, discuss the question as a group. Hint: 
Ask students to chat the answer to you to get an idea of how many students
answered the item correctly, then discuss the answer as a class.

Classroom Resources are
useful in any teaching

environment especially when
teaching remotely or online.

Bell Ringers are a great warm-up to start a live session.

Performance Tasks can be completed together as a class.

Display and watch instructional videos.

Performance tasks can be used as a class activity. Preview one as a class
and figure it out together -- an instant mini-lesson!

Play a video on your screen and allow students to watch it together as a
class. Ask them to answer the questions -- either by sending answers to
you in a chat or discussing together as a class. Videos are the perfect way
to supplement a lesson.
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The game arcade serves as a much-
needed brain break. Encourage

students to spend their hard earned
tokens to play a game. Note that

there are also free games available,
which have built-in questions to

answer throughout the game.

Digital Learning Brain Breaks
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PuzzlesFlashcards

Think or Swim

Class Activities
Send your students a worksheet as
a PDF to markup and or fill out
virtually via email or a password
protected site. Your students can
also print the PDF, fill it out, and
send a picture back to you.

Check out our whole class projector games and use them in a live session. Think or Swim is a teacher favorite for its
Jeopardy style format. Divide students into teams and assign  team captains responsible for sending in answers. Ask
students to private message their team’s answers to you through a group messaging app so that other teams don’t see
the answer.

Create a flashcard set
and send to your
students. They can also
use flashcards to study
for upcoming
vocabulary quizzes.

Send your students a puzzle as a PDF to
markup and or fill out virtually via email or a
password protected site. Your students can
also print the puzzle, fill it out, and send a
picture back to you. Since crossword puzzles
are randomly-generated each time you
create one, be sure to download the answer
key for the puzzle you send to students.
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